Abstract-In this paper, meshing impact on numerical simulation of marine systems is investigated. Different mesh topologies, meshing spacing, meshing refining area are discussed. Different shaped bodies such as ball, AUV and complicated motion such as propeller rotating are simulated with compared meshes in the paper. And its converging time, solution accuracy, and local domain flow characters are compared in detail. The research results of mesh refining area showed that a mesh refining area near the stern is more important than that near the bow, although there are large pressure gradients at both areas. In regards to the necessary of boundary layer mesh, we find out that for a translational motion of a marine system such as surge, sway and heave, the near wall prismatic layer mesh is necessary. And the sensitivity of numerical accuracy to the spacing of the first grid point away from the wall and numbers of layers of the near wall are discussed. While for a rotational motion, such as propeller motion, numerical calculation showed that there is not necessary to construct a boundary layer mesh in the near wall.
INTRODUCTION
Mesh plays an important role on the solution accuracy of Computational Fluid Dynamics associated with marine systems. In the literature, different meshes are built in numerical simulation, which could be based on structured mesh and unstructured mesh, such as hybrid grids, multi-block meshes [1] . The hybrid grids are often made of prism layer mesh near the wall and tetrahedral mesh filling in the flow field, which is used in AUV direct cruising [2] , propeller open water simulation [3] . Multi-block meshes are used to build complex geometry or complex motions, which could be unstructured blocks plus with structured blocks, or multi-block structured meshes. E.g., the front is used in reference [4] to analyze cavitations evolution and excited fluctuation around a propeller with two blocks of meshes, one center block including the propeller blade had an unstructured mesh with tetrahedral cells, and the outer region is generated with structured mesh. The latter is used in reference [5] to generate the mesh of AUV appended with a duct, where three regions are divided. The mesh regions include a boundary layer region, a close region around the vehicle or duct and the outer region, all of which are filled with structured mesh. There is no overlap between blocks. While some researches use overlap multi-block structured mesh, which is called overset grids, which is used to simulate the open water motion of propeller and self-propulsion of the submarine with different blocks of structured mesh [6] .
Although in the literature there are different meshing methods such as a single domain built with only tetrahedral grids or hexahedral grids, a multi-domain built with hybrid grids or multi-block structured grids. It is a major challenge to construct a three-dimensional grid around a complex configuration such as a submarine appended with fins and propellers, an airplane with wings. Some of the issues associated with mesh construction addressed in the literature not fully resolved are: mesh topology, mesh spacing and mesh refining rule. How to build a mesh for a given body, which will save computational time, decrease the errors in mass and momentum flux calculations and lead to solution converge while still maintain the solution accuracy? These are the issues discussed in this paper. 
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
For propeller in open water performance, the MFR method was used. The propeller and its local domain are in the rotating frame, and the left part of rotating axis and AUV hull are in the stationary reference. For flows in a rotating frame of reference, rotating at a constant velocityω , additional sources of momentum are required to account for the effect of the Coriolis force and, in incompressible flow, the centrifugal force: The turbulent kinetic energy k and the specific dissipation rate ω are computed from:
The turbulent viscosity is / t k υ ω = and Peclet numbers are defined as:
III. PHYSICAL MODELS AND MESHING METHODS
The hydrodynamics force around ball could be obtained in theory. Thus a ball with diameter of 1m is chosen for comparison between numerical simulation and theory. Two different meshes are built for the ball, which is shown in Fig.1 . The left one in Fig.1 is a multi-block structured mesh, and the right is a hybrid grids with prism mesh and tetrahedral grids. The multi-block structured mesh is built regarding to the flow direction and refining in the upstream area and downstream area, which is more reasonable, while more time consumption. Marine propeller has a complex geometry to build mesh. A lot of researchers chose to build hybrid grids, which have prism mesh near the propeller surface, and a tetrahedral grids extending from the boundary layer. A little few still choose structured mesh, which often comprised of multi-block structured meshes.
To discuss the mesh effect on the propeller motion in open water, a four blade propeller with MAU type is designed for some AUV, and its hydrodynamics character could be found in MAU Charts, which could also be used to validate the calculation results in this paper.
A multi-block structured mesh and unstructured mesh are built respectively, shown in Fig.2 . There are refine mesh to capture the areas of the blade tip, root, leading edge and trailing edge. But different from the literature [2] , the unstructured mesh is chosen for propeller mesh, not the hybrid grids. Because a prism mesh is difficult to build for the thin areas of blade, and there are several zigzags along the trailing edge for tetrahedral grids, which resulting from non-capture with triangle grids. And the prism mesh quality is poor. Thus in this paper, the propeller is generated with unstructured mesh, exclude prism mesh. A self-propulsion of AUV appended wings and propeller is simulated also to investigate the mesh effects on complex geometry and its complicated motions. The AUV is comprised of three parts, a nose section of a semi-elliptical radius; a middle section of constant radius; and a tail section of semicone radius. The geometry of AUV is 3 meters in length and 0.324 meters in diameter. Two meshes are compared, which are hybrid grids and multi-block structured meshes. For the two meshes, the total domain is divided into two zones, one in fluid_in, a cylinder domain including the rotating propeller; and the other is fluid_out, a left domain excluding the fluid_in domain, including the AUV, wing and the far domain. For the hybrid grids, the fluid_out is filled with surface meshes, prism mesh and tetrahedral grids. The fluid_in is filled with tetrahedral grids. The two meshing methods are compared in propeller surface with structured mesh and unstructured mesh respectively, which is shown in Fig.3 .
In Fig.3 , there is refine mesh in the connecting area of AUV with wings and propellers, wing tip, AUV bow and AUV stern, and propeller tip, leading edge and trailing edge. A zoom-up pictures of stern appended wings and propeller are shown for both grids. The flow around ball is simulated with constant cruising velocity of 1 m/s. With the two kinds of mesh, there is a little difference in wake flow, shown in Fig.4 . A longer wake flow is obtained with multi-block structured mesh than that of hybrid grids, and which is more accurate. The wake difference is resulted from the mesh distribution rule in the two meshing method, where multi-block structured mesh has refine area upstream and downstream of ball. Further, the converge time is less used in multi-block structured mesh of 54 seconds, while in hybrid grids of 6 minutes and 55 seconds. And converge curve is much smoother for the front.
The with tetrahedral grids and multi-block meshes Thus, if the value of thrust and torque are concerned, tetrahedral grids can meet the demand with less time consumption on meshing building, but more time for calculation. If the detail flow field is concerned, a structured meshing method is suggested which need a lot of time in meshing building, but a less time in calculation.
The self-propulsion point of AUV appended wings and propeller is obtained by the varying load method, where the rotation speed of propeller is constant at 300 RPM, and the advance velocity is varying. When the thrust of propeller is equal to the resistance of the AUV, wing and propeller, the advance velocity at inlet is 0.972m/s, which is at 2.8% error with the design velocity of 1 m/s. During the steady selfpropulsion simulation, a MRF (Multi-Reference Frame) method is used to make the propeller move relative to the AUV and wing, where a cylinder domain including propeller is rotating, while the other domain is in stationary. The wake is compared in Fig.6 , which could see vortex pairing downstream of propeller. But, the wake is longer in hybrid grids than that in multi-block structured grids. The hydrodynamics of thrust and torque are almost the same. But the time consumption in mesh building and calculation (which is more convenient to run in parallel) is faster in hybrid grids than that in multi-block structured mesh. V. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion is made from the three types of calculations. Different meshes cause different results, especially in the flow field. For a ball, which has a separated flow in the wake, there should build a downstream flow to capture the wake. For propeller, there is a different result from that of the literature which needs to build boundary layer mesh to capture the Y plus value. In this paper, a tetrahedral grids in propeller domain could maintain the numerical accuracy. Without the small size of boundary mesh and large number of boundary grids, there will reduce a lot time for mesh construction and solution calculation. The simple mesh method for rotational motion is necessary to accelerate a complicated numerical simulation such as AUV selfpropulsion motion, where local rotational motion of screw propeller is added to translational motions. With these given geometries of plenty of numerical data, empirical data and experimental data, the mesh method is validated and verificated. Finally, an AUV appended with stern fins and propeller is simulated with different meshes, and its wake field is compared, which show the vortex is more narrow in the wake area for hybrid grids, while for multi-block meshes, the vortex diverge faster. There is a need to make some tests to validate its results or verification with some other numerical methods, which is in due in the future.
